Answering questions while reasoning over multiple supporting facts has long been a goal of artificial intelligence.
Introduction
Deep neural network models have demonstrated strong performance on a number of challenging tasks, such as image classification (He et al., 2016) , speech recognition (Graves et al., 2013) , and various natural language processing tasks Kim, 2014; Xiong et al., 2016) . Recently, the augmentation of neural networks with external memory components has been shown to be a powerful means of capturing context of different types (Graves et al., 2014 Rae et al., 2016) . Of particular interest to this work is the work by Sukhbaatar et al. (2015) , on end-toend memory networks (N2Ns), which exhibit remarkable reasoning capabilities, e.g. for reasoning and goal-oriented dialogue tasks . Typically, such tasks consist of three key components: a sequence of supporting facts (the story), a question, and its answer. An example task is given in Figure 1 . Given the first two as input, it is the model's job to reason over the supporting facts and predict the answer to the question.
One drawback of N2Ns is the problem of choosing between two types of weight tying (adjacent and layer-wise; see Section 2 for a technical description). While N2Ns generally work well with either weight tying approach, as reported in Sukhbaatar et al. (2015) , the performance is uneven on some difficult tasks. That is, for some tasks, one weight tying approach attains nearperfect accuracy and the other performs poorly, but for other tasks, this trend is reversed.
In this paper, focusing on improving N2N, we propose a unified model, UN2N, capable of dynamically determining the appropriate type of weight tying for a given task. This is realised through the use of a gating vector, inspired by Liu and Perez (2017) . Our method achieves the best performance for a memory network-based model on the bAbI dataset, superior to both adjacent and layer-wise weight tying, and competitive results on Dialog bAbI.
The paper is organised as follows: after we review N2N and related reasoning models in Section 2, we describe our motivation and detail the elements of our proposed model in Section 3. Section 4 and 5 present the experimental results on the bAbI and Dialog bAbI datasets with analyses in Section 6. Lastly, Section 7 concludes the paper.
Related Work
End-to-End Memory Networks: Building on top of memory networks , Sukhbaatar et al. (2015) ing the memory position supervision and making the model trainable in an end-to-end fashion, through the advent of supporting memories and a memory access controller. Representations of the context sentences x 1 , . . . , x n in the story are encoded using two sets of embedding matrices A and C (both of size d ⇥ |V | where d is the embedding size and |V | the vocabulary size), and stored in the input and output memory cells m 1 , . . . , m n and c 1 , . . . , c n , each of which is obtained via
is a function that maps the input into a bag of dimension |V |. The input question q is encoded with another embedding matrix B 2 R d⇥|V | such that u = B (q). N2N utilises the question embedding u and the input memory representations m i to measure the relevance between the question and each supporting context sentence, resulting in a vector of attention weights:
where softmax(a i ) = e a i P j e a j . Once the attention weights have been computed, the memory access controller receives the response o in the form of a weighted sum over the output memory representations:
To enhance the model's ability to cope with more challenging tasks requiring multiple supporting facts from the memory, Sukhbaatar et al. (2015) further extended the model by stacking multiple memory layers (also known as "hops"), in which case the output of the k th hop is taken as input to the (k + 1) th hop:
Lastly, N2N predicts the answer to question q using a softmax function: whereŷ is the predicted answer distribution, W 2 R |V |⇥d is a parameter matrix for the model to learn (note that in the context of bAbI tasks, answers are single words), and K is the total number of hops.
Current issues and motivation:
In Sukhbaatar et al. (2015) , two types of weight tying were explored for N2N, namely adjacent ("ADJ") and layer-wise ("LW"). With LW, the input and output embedding matrices are shared across different hops (i.e., A 1 = A 2 = . . . = A K and C 1 = C 2 = . . . = C K ), resembling RNNs. With ADJ, on the other hand, not only is the output embedding for a given layer shared with the corresponding input embedding (i.e., A k+1 = C k ), the answer prediction matrix W and question embedding matrix B are also constrained such that W > = C K and B = A 1 . While both ADJ and LW work well, achieving comparable overall performance in terms of mean error over the 20 bAbI tasks, their performance on a subset of the tasks (i.e., tasks 3, 16, 17 and 19, as shown in Table 1 ) is inconsistent, with one performing very well, and the other performing poorly. Based on this observation, we propose a unified weight tying mechanism exploiting the benefits of both ADJ and LW, and capable of dynamically determining the best weight tying approach for a given task. Table 1 : Accuracy (%) reported in (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015) on a selected subset of the 20 bAbI 10k tasks. Note that performance in the LW column is obtained with a larger embedding size d = 100 and ReLU non-linearity applied to the internal state after each hop.
Related reasoning models: Gated End-to-End Memory Networks (GN2Ns) (Liu and Perez, 2017) are a variant of N2N with a simple yet effective gating mechanism on the connections between hops, allowing the model to dynamically regulate the information flow between the controller and the memory. Dynamic Memory Networks (DMNs) and its improved version (DMN+) employ RNNs to sequentially process contextual information stored in the memory. All these models have been shown to have competent reasoning capabilities over the bAbI dataset .
Proposed Model

1
The key idea in this work is to let the model determine which type of weight tying mechanism it should rely on. Recall that there are two types:
ADJ and LW. With ADJ, the input embedding (A k ) of the k th hop is constrained to share the same parameters with the output embedding (C k 1 ) of the (k 1) th hop (i.e., A k = C k 1 ). In contrast, with LW, the same input/output embedding matrices are shared across different hops (i.e.,
To this end, we design a dynamic mechanism, allowing the model to decide on the preferred type of weight tying based on the input. Specifically, the key element in UN2N is that embedding matrices are constructed dynamically for each instance. This is in contrast to N2N and GN2N where the same embedding matrices are used for every input. UN2N, utilising a gating vector z (described in Equation (8)), constructs the embedding matrices (i.e., A k , C k , B and W) on the fly, influenced by the information carried by z regarding the input question u 0 as well as the context sentences in the story m t :
(1 z) (6) where is the column element-wise multiplication operation, andC k+1 the unconstrained embedding matrix. We further define A 1 =Ã 1 and C 1 =C 1 , whereÃ 1 andC 1 are the unconstrained embedding matrices for hop 1. As shown in Equation (5), the input embedding matrix A k+1 for the (k + 1) th hop is composed of a weighted sum of the input and output embedding matrix A k and C k for the k th hop, resembling LW and ADJ, respectively. The summation is weighted by the gating vector z. C k+1 is constructed in a similar fashion. Ultimately, the larger the values of the elements of z, the more UN2N leans towards LW. Conversely, smaller z values indicate an inclination for ADJ.
Another key to this approach is the gating vector z, which is formulated to incorporate knowledge informative to the choice of the weight tying scheme. Here, we take inspiration from gated endto-end memory networks ("GN2N": Liu and Perez (2017) ), where a gating mechanism is learned in an end-to-end fashion to regulate the information flow between memory hops. In GN2N, the gate value T k (u k ) depends only on the input to the k th hop u k , whereas in this work, we further condition the determination of the weight tying approach on the story (or memory). Concretely, similarly to DMN and DMN+, we encode the story by first reading the memory one step at a time with a GRU:
where t is the current time step and m t is the context sentence in the story at time t. Then, the last hidden state h T of the GRU is taken to be the representation of the story. 2 Next, z is defined to be a vector of dimension d:
where W z is a weight matrix, b z a bias term , the sigmoid function and
Dim. of u 0 and h T . Essentially, the gating vector z is now dependent on not only the question u 0 , but also the context sentences in the memory encoded in h T . Note that the gating vector z can be replaced by a gating scalar z, but we choose to use a vector for more fine-grained control as in LSTMs (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) and GRUs . To simplify the model, we constrain B and W > to share the same parameters as A 1 and C K . Moreover, following Sukhbaatar et al. (2015) , we add a linear mapping H 2 R d⇥d to the update connection between memory hops, but in our case, down-weight it by 1 z, resulting in:
Regularisation: In order to prevent the input and output embedding matrices A k and C k from being dominated by the unconstrained embedding matrices, it is necessary to restrain the magnitude of the values inÃ 1 andC k . Therefore, in addition to the cross entropy loss over N training instances:
where y andŷ are the true and predicted answer, we enforce a regularisation penalty and formulate the new objective function as:
Model implementation: we implement UN2N with TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2015) and the code is available at https://github.com/ liufly/umemn2n.
QA bAbI Experiments
In this section, the experimental setup is detailed, followed by the results.
Experimental Setup
Dataset: We evaluate the proposed model over the bAbI dataset ) (v1.2), featuring 20 different natural-language-based reasoning tasks in the form of: (1) a list of supporting statements (x 1 , . . . , x n ); (2) a question (q); and (3) the answer (y, typically a single word or short phrase). Each task in bAbI is synthetically generated with a distinct emphasis on a specific type of reasoning. In order to predict the desired answer, the model is required to locate (or focus on) the relevant context sentences among irrelevant distractors in the memory. As with N2N, our model can be trained in a fully end-to-end fashion and requires only the answers themselves as the supervision signal. The dataset comes in two sizes, with Table 3 : Accuracy (%) on the 20 bAbI 10k tasks for our proposed method (UN2N) and various benchmark methods. Bold indicates the best result for a given task.
either 1k or 10k training instances per task. In this work, we focus exclusively on the 10k version. 3
Training Details: Following Sukhbaatar et al. (2015), we hold out 10% of the bAbI training set to form a development set. Position encoding and temporal encoding (with 10% random noise) are also incorporated into the model. Training is performed over 100 epochs with a batch size of 32 using the Adam optimiser (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with a learning rate of 0.005. Following Sukhbaatar et al. (2015) , linear start is employed in all our experiments for the first 20 epochs. All weight parameters are initialised based on a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and = 0.1. Gradients with an`2 norm of 40 are divided by a scalar to have norm 40. Also following Sukhbaatar et al. (2015) , we use only the most recent 50 sentences as the memory and set the number of memory hops to 3, the embedding size to 20, and to
0.001.
Consistent with other published results over bAbI (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015; Seo et al., 2017) , we repeat training 30 times for each task, and select the model which performs best on the development set.
Results
The results on the 20 bAbI QA tasks are presented in Table 3 . We benchmark against other memory network based models: (1) N2N with ADJ and LW (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015) ; (2) DMN (Kumar et al., 2016) and its improved version DMN+ (Xiong et al., 2016) ; and (3) GN2N (Liu and Perez, 2017) .
Major improvements on the difficult tasks.
The most noticeable performance gains are over tasks 16, 17 and 19 where, compared with the vanilla N2N, UN2N achieves much better results than the worst of ADJ and LW, surpassing both ADJ and LW in the case of tasks 17 and 18. This confirms the validity of the model. UN2N maintains equally competitive performance on the other tasks. Our unified weight tying scheme does not degrade performance on the less challenging tasks.
Best performing memory network on bAbI 10k. UN2N achieves the best combined results over bAbI 10k, superior to the previous top model DMN+ where two GRUs are employed to process the memory at sentence and hop level; there is a particularly big improvement on task 16 (UN2N = 99.9 vs. DMN+ = 54.7). It is worth noting that UN2N achieves this with a much smaller embedding size d = 20 compared to 80 in DMN+.
Comparison with the state-of-the-art. 
Dialog bAbI Experiments
In addition to the experiments on the natural language-based QA bAbI dataset in Section 4, we conduct further experiments on a goal-oriented, dialog-based dataset: Dialog bAbI (Bordes and Weston, 2016).
Experimental Setup
Dataset: In this work, we employ a collection of goal-oriented dialog tasks, Dialog bAbI, all in a restaurant reservation scenario, developed by , consisting of 6 categories each with a specific focus on tasking on aspect of an end-to-end dialog system: 1. issuing API calls, 2. updating API calls, 3. displaying options, 4. providing extra-information, 5. conducting full dialogs (the aggregation of the first 4 tasks), 6. Dialog State Tracking Challenge 2 corpus (DSTC-2). Task 1-5 are generated synthetically in the form of conversation between a user and a bot with entities drawn from a knowledge base with facts defining restaurants and their associated properties (e.g., location and price range, 7 properties in total). Starting with a request from the user, a dialog proceeds with subsequent and alternating user-bot utterances. The bot (or system) needs to figure out the user intention and answer (or react) accordingly. A separate collection of test sets, with entities not occurring in the training set, have also been developed to evaluate the ability of the bot to deal with out-of-vocabulary (OOV) items. Task 6 is based on and derived from the second Dialog State Tracking Challenge (Henderson et al., 2014) with real human-bot conversations.
Training Details: Following the works of (Bordes and and (Liu and Perez, 2017) , we frame the task in the same fashion: at the t-th time step, the preceding sequence of utterances, c u 1 , c r 1 , c u 2 , c r 2 , . . . , c u t 1 , c r t 1 (alternating between the user request, denoted c u i and the system response, denoted c r i ), is stored in the memory as m i and c i . Taking the memory as contextual evidence, the goal of the model is to offers an answer c r t (the bot utterance at time t) to the question c u t (the user utterance at time t).
It is important to notice that the answers in this dataset may no longer be a single but can be comprised of multiple ones. Following , we replace the final prediction step in Equation (4) with:
where W 0 2 R d⇥|V | is the weight parameter matrix for the model to learn, u = o K +u K (K is the total number of hops), y i is the i th response in the candidate set C such that y i 2 C, |C| the size of the candidate set, and (·) a function which maps the input text into a bag of dimension |V |.
Additionally, we also append several key features to , following and (Liu and Perez, 2017) . First, we mark the identity of the speaker of a given utterance (either user or bot). Second, we extend by 7 additional features, one for each of the 7 properties associated with a restaurant. Each of these 7 features indicates whether there are any exact matches between words in the candidate and those in the question or memory. We refer to these 7 features as the match features.
In terms of the training procedure, experiments are carried out with the same configuration as described in Section 4.1. As a large variance can be observed due to how sensitive memory-based models are to parameter initialisation, following (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015) and (Liu and Perez, 2017) , we repeat each training 10 times using the Table 4 : Per-response accuracy on the Dialog bAbI tasks. N2N: . GN2N: (Liu and Perez, 2017) . +match suggests the use of the match features in Section 5.1. Bold indicates the best result in each group (with or without the match features) for a given task.
same hyper-parameters and choose the best system based on validation performance.
Results
The results on the Dialog bAbI tasks are shown in Table 4 . In terms of baselines, we benchmark against other memory network-based models: 4 (1) N2N (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015) ; and (2) GN2N (Sukhbaatar et al., 2015) . While the results of GN2N is achieved with ADJ, the type of weight tying for N2N is not reported in .
Improvements on task 5. It can be observed that UN2N offers consistent performance boost on task 5 across all experiments settings, especially in the non-OOV group. Given that task 5 is the aggregation of the first 4 tasks, the performance increase suggests that the hybrid weight-tying mechanism in UN2N is better capable of coping with tasks of various nature.
Equally competitive performance on task 1-4. UN2N achieves comparable, if not slightly better in some cases, performance on task 1-4.
4 Seo et al. (2017) report a higher accuracy on Dialog bAbI. However, their model, based on RNNs, is rather different from memory networks and therefore deemed not immediately comparable and unrelated to the goal of this work: improving memory network-based models.
Performance on task 6. Compared to N2N, UN2N improves the performance consistently with or without the match features. In contrast to GN2N, however, this is not the case. The cause for this performance gap requires further investigation and we leave this exercise for future work.
Analysis
To gain a better understanding of what the model has learned, we visualise the gating vectors z trained on the difficult bAbI tasks (i.e., 3, 16, 17 and 19) , in the form of a 2-d PCA scatter plot in Figure 3 . Four distinct clusters, representing the 4 different tasks, are easily identifiable. Moreover, it can be observed that tasks 3, 17 and 19 are rather close, reflecting the fact that LW performs better than ADJ over these three tasks. That is, Figure 3 is further evidence that our model dynamically learns the best weight tying method for a given task.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented UN2N, a model based on N2N with a unified weight tying scheme and demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method on a set of natural-language-based reasoning and dialog tasks. 
